Heaven In Business – South Jersey

July 21, 2018
This month we were excited to talk about the amazing testimonies that came from getting involved with our communities, both at
home and at work. We were encouraged by all the different amazing things God is doing through us and the many divine
opportunities we are experiencing.
We focused on how every career for those who follow Christ is a diving calling, an assignment from heaven, and a part of God’s
grand design for their life. God is the CEO of the universe and has personally assigned you to your career because it is part of His
grand design for your life. We asked ourselves to reflect on this truth and how that influences our attitude at work.
The meeting continued with talking about our core values. What are the things that are non-negotiables for your life that you
adhere to regardless whether they help or hurt you in the marketplace? The HIBSJ Team came up with examples of core values they
have for themselves at work;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I will make people a priority over projects
There is no situation where there is no answer
The chaotic doesn’t influence me, I influence the chaotic
My work ethic influences everyone around me
I carry God’s favor
My coworkers are blessed because I am blessed
I was born for such a time as this
I will not settle for safe
I will be positive
My voice is powerful
I will give others around me opportunities
I will make everyone feel welcomed

Challenge yourself to think about your core values at work. Speak them over yourself! Carry the Hope of Jesus into your
workplace. Pray for the abundance and hold on to the more than enough mindset.

Love & God’s Blessings,
Denise Santore
Heaven In Business
*Our Next Meeting is on August 18,208 8:45am for breakfast; 9am-11am for meeting
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